First step towards new UEMS premises
~ Hopefully paving the way towards a European Domus Medica

Brussels, 30th March 2011

The UEMS just made the first step towards purchasing its new premises further to a decision taken by its Board & Council in 2010.

On the 30th of March 2011, Dr Bernard Maillet signed, in his capacity of UEMS Secretary-General and as mandated representative of the UEMS President Dr Zlatko Fras, the compromise agreement confirming the purchase of new premises for the organisation. This purchase materialises months of endeavours and research by the UEMS Executive and Brussels Office on the basis of the mandate given and confirmed by the UEMS Board & Council over 2010. These new premises, located 24 Rue de l’Industrie at BE-1040 Brussels, were selected not only for their excellent location at the heart of the “European Quarter” but also for their large office space and good state. It is hoped that these will also eventually accommodate other medical organisations and thereby become the much awaited EUROPEAN DOMUS MEDICA.

The UEMS Executive is very proud to announce this achievement and invites all parties interested in this initiative to make themselves known to the UEMS Brussels Office.

Specifications:
~ “Maison de Maitre” from early XXth century
~ Renovated in 2003
~ Total space: ca. 800 m² over 5 floors with many possibilities of repartition
~ 6 meeting rooms
~ Lift
~ 12 parking places

The UEMS is a non-profit organisation which promotes the free movement of Medical Specialists across Europe through the harmonisation of the highest level of training for European doctors. The UEMS currently represents 1,5 million European Medical Specialists through its 35 National Member Associations and its 38 Specialist Sections and Boards which collaborate together in order to set common standards for high quality healthcare practice. Through its activities at the European level, the UEMS is committed to ever-improving the quality of care provided to European citizens.

For further details please contact the UEMS Head Office in Brussels under uems@skynet.be